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Protest Cycling Apparel Products for all
Seasons
Protest Cycling delivers a collection for cycling adventures in the
colder months of the year.

Warmond, September 13, 2022 - When seasons change cycling adventures can be yours

even in the autumn and winter with the diverse Protest Cycling collection. The right cycling

gear is essential and with Protest Cycling clothing you will be comfortable and in style even in

the colder months.

The collection
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The Protest Cycling collection keeps you riding your bike all year long and provides flexibility

when there are changing weather conditions. The collection is designed for both beginners and

seasoned cyclists who want fun and comfort during their cycling adventures and also want to

look good. There is a men's and women's collection, the clothing fits a relaxed and adventurous

riding style and is suitable for mountain bikers, gravel bikers and road cyclists. The collection

consists of jerseys, bib shorts, jackets and various accessories. The winter collection is an

extension of the summer collection, the different items are easy to combine or layer together.

The clothing is of high quality and the materials used are moisture wicking, quick drying and

extremely comfortable. Two-way stretch fabrics ensure flexibility and comfort. The new

collection contains striking and distinctive prints and color combinations, so that everyone can

appear in style on the bike. 



A good base

The right baselayer is the foundation of the right outfit for any weather. Baselayers provide

temperature regulation for your upper body. In addition to keeping your upper body warm, a

baselayer is worn close to the body and wicks away sweat so you don't suffer from clamminess

and cold. In addition to the baselayers, the collection also includes leg and arm pieces and a

cap.
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Comfort and warmth

The Protest Cycling thermal pants and jersey's offer great comfort during every ride. The

materials and fabrics provide warmth through the brushed lining and soft inner lining. This

ensures that warm air is retained around the body, and excess heat can escape through the back

of the winter jacket, providing a clever way to stay warm without getting sweaty. Two-way

stretch fabrics provide even more flexibility and comfort.

Protest Cycling's new collection is available on their website and at specialty

stores.
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About Protest

Protest Sportswear has been making clothing for surfers, snowboarders and outdoor

adventurers since 1993. In 2021, the Dutch brand also launched a new collection of cycling

apparel with the goal of providing cyclists with the best clothing for a relaxed and adventurous

riding style. As you have come to expect from Protest, the clothing is trendy and fashionable

with functional and high-quality features. 

Note to editors:

For more information about the collection, please contact: Els Kaptijn, PR Coordinator Protest

Sportswear (+31 (0)71-3050210)

PROTEST - Website 

Protest - Instagram 

Protest - Youtube 
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